
A long time ago, when we finally finished the first one...

It is a dark time for Blockland, darker than the backside

bruises of Badspot’s ass after a Kompressor BDSM thrashing.

Although the Death Egg has been destroyed, Blockperial

troops have DDoS’d the Rebel forces from their hidden base

and pursued them across the servers. We imagine some silly

chase music probably played the whole time.

Evading the dreaded Blockperial Starfleet, a group of

freedom fighters led by Luke Skywalker has established a new

secret base on the remote ice world of Hoth. This was

generally regarded as a dumb move, as the next door planet

"Tropical Fun Zone V" was totally available, but someone

thought Hoth was the best place to go for some reason...

Ryan...

The evil lord Darth Vader, now a couple of pounds heavier-

because, I mean, if you’re the biggest badass in the galaxy

and you let this snot-nosed kid and his team blow up your

super weapon you’re gonna get depressed, ok? Vader,

now obsessed with finding young Skywalker, has

dispatched thousands of remote probes into the far reaches

of space because, fuck was he desperate...

EXT. SPACE

A giant blockperial cruiser slowly drifts through space.

As it moves, it releases small probe droids down to the

planet.

They scream into the atmosphere as the plunge to the snowy

abyss below.

EXT. HOTH

The pod throttles into the snow, making a huge crater in its

place. In the smoldering ruins, a PROBE DROID slowly arises,

moaning from a hangover.

PROBE DROID

Agh Jesus my head... What the hell

happened last night... Lemme see

there was a party for uhhh... Oh

yeah it was Tony’s-it was Tony’s

bachelor party! (Pause) Ah shit,

where’s my phone.

The probe droid starts looking around in confusion.
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PROBE DROID

Oh shit where the hell am I!?

He looks around frantically.

PROBE DROID

(shouting into the distance)

Hello!? Anyone got a phone?!

The Probe Droid starts moving about in search of someone.

PROBE DROID

Fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck.

Meanwhile, through the snow swept landscape, a small figure

moves along the banks.

It’s Luke Skywalker, bundled up for warmth. He rides along

on his horse-horse, a creature that is the ton-ton with the

head of a blockland default horse. It doesn’t actually move

its legs, it just bobs along hopping frantically like the

default horse.

He stops and speaks into a communication device on his

wrist.

LUKE

Han my very best and only friend,

come in Han.

INT. REBEL BASE - COZY CABIN

HAN

Don’t call me that. Go for Han

Solo.

EXT. HOTH

LUKE

Well, I finished my circle. I

didn’t pick up any life readings.

INT. REBEL BASE - COZY CABIN

HAN

You did your... circle?
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EXT. HOTH

LUKE

Yeah, you know, I’m out on my

circle, sweeping the planet to make

sure there isn’t any blockperial

stuff.

INT. REBEL BASE - COZY CABIN

HAN

Wait, we were supposed to actually

do that?

EXT. HOTH

LUKE

Well, yeah. I mean, it’s pretty

cold out here, but it’s totally

worth it.

INT. REBEL BASE - COZY CABIN

HAN

Oh. Uhhh, yeah, I finished my

circle too, buddy. See you back at

base.

He turns and looks at Chewbacca, who has just approached

with a tray of hot chocolate.

HAN

Uh, cancel on those hot chocolates,

I might have fucked up.

EXT. HOTH

Luke is making his way forward when suddenly his horse-horse

shifts under him.

LUKE

Woah, girl. What’s wrong?

Suddenly, a streaming meteor makes touchdown nearby with a

rumble and explosion.

The crater smolders, from the smoke a small probe droid

escapes.

PROBE DROID

Fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck.

It frantically flies away.
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Nearby, Luke is looking around.

LUKE

Han, come in. I’ve seen something

suspicious.

Luke’s Horsehorse shifts around and growls nervously.

LUKE

Aww, come on, don’t be scared. It’s

just a meteor. Would you do it

for... a Scooby Snack!?

Luke reaches down and begins to grab a box.

Suddenly, a shadow overcomes him. A large wampa arm swipes

him from his horse-horse and knocks him to the ground.

INT. REBEL BASE - COZY CABIN

Luke is screaming as he’s attacked, and we hear it clearly

over the comlink.

We pan over to Han and Chewie, ignorant of Luke’s screams,

as they each enjoy a warm mug of hot chocolate.

INT. REBEL BASE - COMMAND CENTER

Han makes his way into the command center to "report" his

findings. General Rieekan is there waiting.

He’s doing something on his computer. Soft moans are heard

as he leans closer and closer to the screen.

HAN

General.

RIEEKAN

Oh! Oh, Solo! You’re- uh, you’re

back!

He tries desperately to close the windows on his screen but

it’s too late, Han saw everything. Luckily he only shakes

his head and pretends to not have seen it. Rieekan chuckles

nervously.

RIEEKAN

(still embarrassed)

Eh, report, Solo.

HAN

Uh... yeeeaah. Nothing out there,

like... no snow monsters... or

anything like that...
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RIEEKAN

Ah, right, yes.

Han pauses. He looks around nervously for a second then says

what needs to be said.

HAN

General, I’ve got to go, I can’t

stay here anymore.

Princess Leia, wearing snow gear, overhears the conversation

and is slightly distressed at the news.

RIEEKAN

Looking to ragequit already? You

fucking wuss.

HAN

Naw, it’s Jabba the Hutt. See I’ve

had three whole years where I could

have payed this bounty off- hell I

don’t know why I didn’t just pay it

off after we blew up the Death Egg,

but whatever. I decided to do other

stuff for a while, you know. I’m

sure he’ll be cool with it,

probably won’t freeze me in

carbonite or anything.

RIEEKAN

I understand. It’ll be a shame to

loose you, Solo.

HAN

Thanks, bud.

He makes eyes with Leia in the corner. He moves over.

HAN

(with emotion)

Well, your highness. I guess...

well I guess this is... I guess

this is...

He pauses, choked up.

HAN

(con’t)

... I guess this is it.

LEIA

It better be.

She moves away, visibly angry.
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HAN

Well, don’t get all mushy on me. So

long, cockfag.

He tries to leave.

INT. REBEL BASE - ICE HALLWAY

LEIA

Han!

HAN

What!?

LEIA

I thought you were going to stay!

HAN

What? No! Didn’t you hear me? I

don’t want to get fucking killed by

Jabba.

LEIA

Yeah but... we need you.

HAN

We?

LEIA

Yes.

HAN

What about "you" need?

LEIA

I need? I don’t need you...

HAN

Yeah... and I don’t... need you...

They both walk off in different directions.

INT. REBEL BASE - HAN’S ROOM

Han lays down on his bed and pulls out a small book and a

pen.

He begins writing.

HAN

(v.o.)

Dear Diary, today I saw Leia in the

hallway again. We talked briefly
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HAN
but I’m just not sure how she feels

about me? We’ve been flirting for,

like, three years now. I just want

to know how she feels about me? If

she would just tell me she loved

me, I’d just tell her that I knew.

I knew all along. We’re soulmates.

Anyway, I’ll try to give you more

updates, diary. Have a good day.

Love, Han.

INT. REBEL BASE - LEIA’S ROOM

Meanwhile, Leia does the same.

LEIA

(v.o.)

Dear Diary, Han’s pretty cute, but

he smells really weird. Love, Leia.

INT. REBEL BASE - HANGER

Han and Chewie approach the large door opening to the ice

planet.

A rebel trooper moves in on his horse-horse.

HAN

Hey, Luke! Uh, heh, wow, sure is

cold out there.

He looks around quickly and dips his head into the snow. He

comes back up with snow in his hair and eyebrows.

HAN

(con’t)

Brrr! Boy I sure am glad I’m not

out there!

The trooper takes off his snow mask to reveal he’s not Luke.

He looks at Han surprised.

HAN

Hey, wait, did Luke ever come in?

REBEL 1

Uh, no General Solo. He said he was

out looking at a meteor that hit

near him.
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HAN

Oh well shit, it’s cold out there.

I gotta go get him!

REBEL 1

You can’t go out there! Your

Horsehorse will freeze to death!

HAN

Then I’ll see you in hell!

He jumps on a horse-horse, bundles up, and rides off into

the snow.

REBEL 1

Dick.

EXT. HOTH

Han searches through the cold wasteland looking for his

friend.

INT. WAMPA CAVE

Luke is unconscious, hanging upside down in a large cave

full of ice.

A roar nearby brings him to.

He looks around and sees himself trapped. He squirms trying

to free himself, but is unable to.

Luke looks over and sees his light saber nestled in the

snow.

He reaches out but is unable to grasp it.

He stops, takes a moment to think, closes his eyes and

begins to use the force.

The saber wiggles slightly as Luke pulls at it with his

mind.

It bursts out of the snow and perfectly arcs towards Luke.

He catches it and ignites it in one swing, cutting through

the ice on his feet, freeing himself.

The wompa, having heard Luke’s escape, makes his way into

the cave.

Luke readies his stance and waits. The wompa moves toward

him, Luke strikes.

The wompa’s arm flies from its body.
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WOMPA

Oh, well, I guess this is a thing

now.

LUKE

What- I. Oh, uh, sorry?

WOMPA

What the hell man! I saved your ass

and this is how you repay me?

LUKE

Wait, what?

Luke inspects the room around him and finds it to be full of

nice furniture and notices a family photo.

LUKE

Wait, you weren’t going to eat me?

WOMPA

Why would I do that?

LUKE

Well, I mean, you hung me upside

down.

WOMPA

Sorry, I wanted to keep you out of

the cold snow. It was the only way

I knew how.

LUKE

You killed my horsehorse!

WOMPA

No I didn’t! It’s right here!

The camera pans to the Horsehorsecalmly sitting down in the

kitchen.

HORSEHORSE

Yeah, I’m fine.

WOMPA

Yeah, I figured I’d invite you guys

to dinner.

LUKE

Oh, no I couldn’t stay, I mean, to

go to that trouble-
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WOMPA

No trouble at all, I already

started dinner.

LUKE

Oh, jeeze, wow. Uh, yeah, so

listen. Really sorry about that,

but I’ve got a thing-

WOMPA

Oh yeah, no, I get it.

LUKE

Yeah I’ll be seeing ya, man.

Luke leaves.

WOMPA

Oh, no, no problem. I’ll just...

pick this thing up myself, just get

it back on there.

We wait a few beats as he stares desperately at his

unattached arm.

WOMPA

(con’t)

Yup... maybe just get some, eh, get

some duct tape.

HORSEHORSE

You need some help dude?

WOMPA

No, no, I got this.

EXT. HOTH

Luke makes his way out of the cave and into the snow.

He tumbles down the hill and lands in a snow bank.

He’s exhausted and unable to continue.

As he lays there, he sees a blue, glowing figure appear in

the distance.

BEN

Luke... Luke...

LUKE

Ben?
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BEN

You will go to the Dahgobah system.

LUKE

Dahgobah system?

BEN

Did I fucking stutter?

He stink eyes him for a beat.

BEN

(con’t)

There you will learn from Yoda, the

Jedi Master who instructed me.

Well, really that’s not true. I

thought about sending you to

Quigon, but he’s dead, and now that

I’m dead too I’ve found it’s really

hard to do shit when you’re a

freakin’ ghost.

LUKE

Ben... Ben.

BEN

Yeah. Right here.

LUKE

Ben...

BEN

Still haven’t left.

LUKE

Ben... Ben...

BEN

You know what, bitch? I was gonna

stay and see how things were going,

but clearly you are shit-faced, so

I’m gonna let you ride this one

out, buddy. Just make sure you get

to Dagobah on time, ok? Yoda’s got

maybe one movie left in him before

he’s a ghost too.

LUKE

Ben... please... help... I’m

dying...
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BEN

Uhhh, sorry, you’re breaking up. I

can’t seem to... hear you...

Ben starts to fade.

LUKE

Ben... you asshole...

BEN

Just go to Dagobah.

Luke falls into unconsciousness.

Han approaches in the distance.

HAN

Kid! Kid! Oh dang he’s dyin’ here.

Han panics, looking around.

HAN

Uh, gotta keep him warm, gotta keep

him warm...

He looks over at his horse-horse.

HAN

Uhhh.

Han picks up Luke’s saber.

He throws his gun at the horse-horse and as it hits him, it

goes off. Han lazily dodges the non-threat of a laser and

swings the saber, cutting open the horse-horse and killing

it.

HAN

Ok!? Everybody saw that, right? It

shot first!

He drags Luke’s unconscious body towards the horse-horse.

LUKE

(weakly)

But... what about... that hotel

over there?

The camera pans quickly to a hotel in the distance.

HAN

Uh, uh you’re hallucinating! We

gotta stuff you in here fast!
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He stuffs Luke quickly into the corpse then walks around to

the other side and sits down.

HAN

Welp. Now I guess I’ve got nothing

but time to kill.

He pulls out a small, grey gameboy and begins playing "Block

Wars: The Game."

INT. SNOW SPEEDER

The next morning, a rebel speeder is out looking for Han and

Luke.

ZEV

Rouge two, this is rouge two.

Captain Solo, do you read me?

Commander Skywalker? Do you read?

A moment of silence. Suddenly a crackle on the radio.

RADIO ANNOUNCER

Come on down to the grand opening

of the Dantooine Blockperial Mart,

where you can get all your space

fairing needs! Droids? Look for

them here! Power converters? We’ve

got em’! Blasters, thermal

detonators and more? Stop on-

He switches the channel.

ZEV

Damnit, is anyone there?!

Another crackle of static.

HAN

(over radio)

Good morning, how are you?

SPEEDER PILOT

Oh, Captain Solo, I’m doing great

now I’ve found you.

HAN

(sweetly)

Yeah? You have a good morning?

SPEEDER PILOT

(childlike)

Heh, yeah.
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HAN

You get pancakes today in the mess

hall, buddy?

SPEEDER PILOT

Hehehe, yeeeah.

HAN

(condesendingly)

That’s great, lil’ guy.

INT. REBEL MEDBAY - WEIRD POD THING

Luke is kept in a weird pod thing. A droid tends to his

wounds. You know what scene this is, I don’t have to write

it all down.

The medical droid looks over at 3P0.

MEDICAL DROID

So, how about this weather, huh.

C3P0

Yup. Cold.

MEDICAL DROID

So... do you... see other droids

often?

C3P0

My friend R2 is over there.

MEDICAL DROID

Oh wow that must be great. I only

ever really see humans around here.

It’s nice to talk to another droid

for a change.

C3P0

I’ve really got to get going.

MEDICAL DROID

Wait!

3P0 leaves.

MEDICAL DROID

(defeated)

I never even... got your name.

He pauses for a bit.
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MEDICAL DROID

What a dreamboat.

Meanwhile, Han and Leia look over their friend who is

assumedly nude.

HAN

Ah, so the light saber is to

compensate.

Suddenly, a woosh and he’s sent upward.

INT. REBEL MEDBAY

Luke sits upright in the medical bay.

C3P0

Luke, you crazy mother fucker. I

was scared straight thinking you

were dead.

R2’s beeps, as always, translated through subtitles.

R2D2

We took bets if you’d live. I lost.

HAN

How you feeling kid? You look

pretty good to me.

LUKE

Thanks to you, best friend.

HAN

Best friend? Maybe, acquaintances.

Anyway, that’s two you owe me, now,

kid.

He turns a whispers to Chewbacca.

HAN

(whisper)

Write that down.

Chewbacca pulls out a yellow, lined notebook with two

columns drawn in terrible pencil. One says Luke, the other

Han. There’s already a tally in the Han side, Chewy writes

another.

He turns to leave, but Leia walks in.
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HAN

(lovey dovey)

Heyyyyyy.

LEIA

(slightly annoyed)

Hey.

HAN

(mumbling)

So, uh, Leia. I was just wondering,

if, you know, you wanted to maybe-

She walks away without really hearing him.

LEIA

Luke, boy am I glad you’re okay!

LUKE

Well yeah, you know, Han really

did-

LEIA

(attracted to Luke)

You’re so brave...

LUKE

Oh, uh...

HAN

(mumbling but slightly louder)

Hey, uh, princess, I was just...

Leia, not listening, quickly kisses Luke.

R2D2

Oh gross.

C3P0

What?

R2D2

Well, you aren’t going to remember

this cause your memory was wiped,

but those two are totally brother

and sister.

C3P0

Woah, what? Shouldn’t we tell them

that?
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R2D2

We definitely should, but we’re not

going to for some reason.

C3P0

Well, that does sound like us.

Wait, what do you mean I had my

memory wiped?

Leia leaves the room.

Han is clearly upset.

The announcer comes over the loud speaker.

ANNOUNCER

Headquarters personnel, report to

command center.

INT. REBEL BASE - COMMAND CENTER

The general looks up from a console screen at Han and Leia.

GENERAL

Princess, we have a visitor.

They move over to him.

GENERAL

We’ve picked up something outside

the base in zone twelve, moving

east. We think it’s a probe.

He presses a button and puts the sound up on the

loudspeaker.

PROBE DROID

Fuck fuck fuck fuck, I am so lost,

fuck fuck fuck.

C3P0 walks over and listens.

C3P0

Sounds like an imperial probe

droid. And he’s totally hungover.

R2D2

What a reckless fucker.

HAN

He is isn’t friendly whatever he

is, come on Chewy, let’s go check

it out.
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EXT. HOTH

Han and Chewy move through the snow until they come upon the

droid.

It floats wistfully back and forth, occasionally bumping

into things.

PROBE DROID

Fuck fuck fuck.

The droid lets out a quick laser blast in Chewie’s

direction.

Han pulls out his blaster and takes a shot.

The droid screams bloody murder and bursts into an explosion

of a million pieces.

HAN

Holy shit.

The head of the droid, still in one peice, rests in the

snow.

PROBE DROID

I had my whole life ahead of me

man. Why’d you... why’d you do this

to me?

HAN

I didn’t think you- I mean I had

to-

PROBE DROID

You sick... sick bastard...

everything’s going dark...

The droid dies.

Han sits in silence for a moment, looking around, unsure of

himself.

He speaks into his comlink.

INT. REBEL BASE - COMMAND CENTER

HAN

(over comlink)

Everyone got that right? That droid

shot first.

Everyone rolls their eyes. They are not amused.
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EXT. HOTH

Han looks around, reassuring himself, then looks back at the

droid.

HAN

(into comlink)

Jesus, that thing opened up like a

bantha’s asshole.

INT. REBEL BASE - COMMAND CENTER

HAN

(over loudspeaker)

It’s a good bet the Blockpire knows

we’re here.

Leia turns to the room and addresses them all by shouting.

LEIA

(yelling)

Alright everyone! You heard the

man! Round your stuff up! Let’s

bounce!

A bunch of rebel pilots all spring to life and start

scurrying around.

EXT. SPACE

Vader’s giant star destroyer, bigger than the standard

destroyers floating around it, lumbers slowly.

INT. VADER’S STAR DESTROYER

Captain Piett, monitoring the systems, looks up.

Admiral Ozzel is standing nearby, awaiting reports.

PIETT

Admiral.

OZZEL

Yes, captain.

PIETT

It’s a faint signal from the Hoth

system, but it’s the best we’ve got

so far.

OZZEL

Yeah, but we’ve got, like,

thousands of droids out there, are

we even sure we found something?
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Vader, who has been asleep in a chair, suddenly springs up

at the mention of findings. A few chunks of garbage fall out

of his lap.

VADER

(groggy)

Wha- what? We found something?

He rushes awkwardly over to the screen.

VADER

(out of breath)

Oh, oh gee- what did we find guys?

PIETT

Uh, a probe droid on Hoth had to

trigger its self destruct.

Vader studies the screen.

VADER

It’s there. The rebel base is

there.

OZZEL

You... you sure?

VADER

Absolutely. Skywalker is there, I

can feel him.

INT. REBEL MEDBAY

Luke sits looking down at nothing. Suddenly he looks up and

shivers.

INT. VADER’S STAR DESTROYER

OZZEL

That’s... pretty weird. Cause I

mean, if you wanna, like, keep

checking, we can-

VADER

No! That’s the planet goddamnit.

Fuck. Set your course for the Hoth

system and prepare your men!
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INT. REBEL BASE - COMMAND CENTER

Everyone is monitoring the situation. Suddenly, a rebel

enters.

REBEL 1

General, there’s a fleet of users

joining the server out of

hyperspace.

RIEEKAN

Reroute all power to the energy

shields, we’ve got to hold them

until we can get the fleet away.

Another rebel flips a switch. Suddenly the power starts to

be cut off in all the rooms of the base.

INT. REBEL BASE - TV ROOM

A television shuts off as well as the lights.

INT. REBEL BASE - REC ROOM

A few rebels are using exercise equipment. The power shuts

down on them, cutting the lights as well. Their treadmills

quickly stop, causing them both to tumble fall of of them.

INT. REBEL BASE - KITCHEN

One rebel is heating up a microwave burrito. He watches it

spin until suddenly the lights go off along with his

microwave.

BURRITO GUY

My burrito!

INT. REBEL BASE - COMMAND CENTER

All the rebels in the base are making their way to escape.

Loading boxes, moving crates, the rebels prepare for

evacuation efficiently and quickly.

Han and Chewie are doing last minute repairs on the Falcon.

Luke approaches.

LUKE

Hey Chewie. Take care of yourself,

okay?.

Chewie roars and gives luke a hug (heart emote).
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Han looks up from his welder.

HAN

Hey, kid.

LUKE

Why are you just now finishing the

repairs?

HAN

I... uh... I was busy.

LUKE

You forget, didn’t you?

HAN

Y-yeah. Yeah I did. Which is why

you’ve got to get the fuck back up

here Chewie, we gotta get the hell

out of here!

Meanwhile, Leia is briefing rebel pilots about the attack.

LEIA

Ok, so here’s the deal boys.

A rebel wheels in a chalk board with football plans

scribbled on it.

LEIA

(like a football coach)

Alright, Vader’s got a strong

defense, but we’re fast. He’s going

to try and shake us up before the

first quarter is through with some

heavy hitters, but we’ve got this.

We make a run for the 35 in three

downs and hold it, then we make a

running play for the endzone, no

passing. Got it?

REBEL 1

But coach, what if we can’t make it

to the 35?

LEIA

(irritated)

Then we’re not going to the

superbowl, are we?

She looks around.
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LEIA

So we got this?!

REBELS

Yeah!

LEIA

Alright team, pull it in.

They all huddle together.

LEIA

On three, rebels rule vader drools.

She pauses to look around.

LEIA

One, two, three!

They all chant in unison:

LEIA

Rebels rule! Vader drools!

REBELS

Rebels rule! Vader drools!

EXT. HOTH

Outside the base, rebels all are awaiting the incoming

attack.

Suddenly, in the distance, small dots are seen over the

horizon.

A rebel picks up some binoculars to make a quick sweep of

the battle.

REBEL 1

Hey, you guys have got to see this.

The other rebels come over and pick up their own binoculars.

REBEL 2

Wait a sec, are those-?

REBEL 3

Yup.

REBEL 1

A walking tank?
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REBEL 3

A walking tank.

They wait a beat, still looking through the binoculars.

REBEL 2

A walking fucking tank.

INT. VADER’S STAR DESTROYER

Vader and a Stormtrooper watch the battle unfold on a

screen.

VADER

A walking tank!?

TROOPER 1

Well, yeah sir, you requested-

VADER

I requested a tank that wouldn’t

get stuck in the snow!

TROOPER 1

Right! So we all figured, hey, what

would work better than treads?

Well, legs!

Vader looks around, astonished he has to say this.

VADER

Make it float.

The trooper pauses, then it dawns on him.

TROOPER 1

(suddenly realizing his

mistake)

Oh FUCK.

EXT. HOTH

REBEL 1

Alright, trip em’.

REBEL 2

What, sir?

REBEL 1

Just trip the damn things! Look at

how slow they are. Even if they

have guns on that thing, they’re

mounted to the head and the head

turns like molasses.
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REBEL 2

Oh wow, that is kinda stupid.

REBEL 1

Just tell Skywalker and the rest to

just rope em’ up and we’ll blow em’

to smithereens.

The second rebel walks over to a comlink and contacts

Skywalker.

INT. REBEL BASE - HANGER

REBEL 2

(over comlink)

Luke, use your harpoons on the

walkers. String them up with your

tow cables,

LUKE

Wait wait wait, why the hell do we

have harpoons just, pre-installed

on our guns?

The rebel pauses.

REBEL 2

For uh... obviously, for whales,

sir.

Luke pauses.

LUKE

(not convinced but going with

it)

Uh. Yeah, right, ok.

He turns and gets into his speeder. His gunner, Dack, is

waiting for him.

DACK

Feeling alright, sir?

LUKE

Just like new, Dack, how about you?

DACK

Right now I feel like I could take

on the whole Blockpire myself.

LUKE

(concerned)

Dack, nobody likes a blow-hard.
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DACK

Sorry, sir.

They start up their engines and being exiting the hangar

into the snowy depths.

EXT. HOTH

A walker makes its way through the hills, a few more walking

slowly behind it.

VEERS

There it is, the power generator.

On their dashboard, a small hologram of Darth Vader appears.

VADER

Sooo, any news?

VEERS

Yes Lord Vader. We’ve located the

generators, the shields will be

down shortly, you may prepare for

your landing.

VADER

Great. So, I gotta ask. Do I like,

look really small to you guys?

VEERS

Of course, sir.

VADER

Like really tiny?

VEERS

The smallest, sir.

VADER

Amazing. This is the best.

EXT. HOTH

Meanwhile, the rebels continue their ground assault.

Luke and Dack quickly make a pass around one of the speeders

and wrap up his legs in a tow cable.

The speeder falls to the ground.

LUKE

Yes!
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As it falls, it lets out a final shot and hits Luke’s

speeder.

It bursts into a ball of flames and plummets into the snow

below.

Luke gets out, fazed.

LUKE

Shit!

INT. ATAT

Another pilot is making his way through the battle.

AT-AT PILOT 1

Hey! Hey rebels!

He looks out his display and sees some rebel fighters.

AT-AT PILOT 1

Get a load of this firepower,

assholes!

He fires a few shots.

EXT. HOTH

The walker blasts at the troops, killing many and causing

the rest to scatter.

INT. ATAT

AT-AT PILOT 1

Galactic tax dollars well fucking

spent!

EXT. HOTH

He continues his blasting.

Snow speeders approach and fire at the visor of the head, a

shield pops up and the blasts do nothing to the armor of

the walker.

INT. ATAT

AT-AT PILOT 1

That’s right! Fucking deflector

shields!
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AT-AT PILOT 2

Deflect this, assholes!

The AT-AT fires off a round into the squad and takes out one

of the snow speeders.

EXT. HOTH

LUKE

Well, we’re fucked.

INT. ATAT

The troopers in the walker look out towards the battle. They

see the power generators in the distance.

VEERS

Distance to power genorators?

PILOT

One-seven, decimal two-eight, sir.

VEERS

What?

PILOT

I said one-seven, decimal

two-eight, sir.

VEERS

Yeah, I heard you fine, what the

fuck is that? Are those

coordinates? Are you just shouting

random numbers at me?

PILOT

I... I failed seventh grade math,

sir. I have no idea what I’m

looking at.

VEERS

Goddammit pilot, just.... maximum

fire power.

EXT. HOTH

The walker lets off a quick burst of power and hits the

power generators directly. They’re blown to pieces.
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INT. REBEL BASE - ICE HALLWAY

The base is violently shaken.

Han and Leia make their way down the hallway, explosions

erupting in the distance.

INT. REBEL BASE - ICE HALLWAY - DEBRIS

Meanwhile, in a pile of debris and destruction, Darth Vader

enters the base as he is escorted by two snow troopers.

EXT. HOTH

Luke, now on foot, manages to get underneath the walker.

He quickly pulls out a grappling hook device and points it

upwards at the walker.

It extends and catches the belly, and Luke is hoisted up

beneath it.

He quickly pulls out his lightsaber and makes a cut into the

machine.

Curious, he pops his head into the hole.

INT. ATAT - BELLY

Inside we see a set from {L}’s porn series except the actors

are wearing stormtrooper helmets.

Luke, disgusted, throws a grenade into the room.

EXT. HOTH

Luke jumps from the walker and hits the snow headfirst. He

is stuck.

The walker explodes and falls over.

INT. REBEL BASE - HANGER

Han, Leia, and C3P0 all board the falcon as snow troopers

blast at them.

Han sits in the cock pit and starts up the ship while Chewy

and Leia provide backup assistance.

The ship takes off with snowtroopers firing blindly.

Vader, at the last minute, runs into the room.
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VADER

(breathing heavily)

Wait! Wait! Ah shit, shit, fuck, I

never- I never make it on time- I

missed it again- fuck.

EXT. HOTH

Luke, still stuck in the snow, watches as the falcon escapes

the battle and flies off into space.

He manages to unstuck himself right as they blast off.

LUKE

(waving)

Byyye guyyys!

He hurriedly makes his way over to his x-wing where R2 is

waiting for him.

He gets into the ship and flies off himself, leaving the

atmosphere behind.

INT. REBEL BASE - HANGER

Vader looks out at the xwing taking off.

VADER

Luke! Wait! Let’s have a chat! I

know our relationship is in a tough

spot right-

The xwing flies away.

VADER

Aaannd you’re gone.

EXT. SPACE

The two ships leave as Luke blasts off towards Degobah.

INT. LUKE’S COCKPIT

Luke punches in some coordinates into his navi-computer.

R2D2

Wait, where the hell are we going?

This isn’t the way to the

rendezvous point.

LUKE

We’re not meeting them there. We’re

going to Dagobah.
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R2D2

Wait, why?

LUKE

Oh, because when I was half dead

from hypothermia and hallucinating

I saw Ben’s ghost and he told me to

go there.

R2 pauses for a beat, reflecting on the situation.

R2D2

I mean, okay man, you’re the one

driving.

EXT. SPACE

The falcon flies away, still being pursued by tie fighters.

It makes a sharp turn into an asteroid field.

INT. FALCON COCKPIT

LEIA

What exactly are you doing?

HAN

I’m losing them!

LEIA

That’s crazy! This is an asteroid

field!

C3P0

Shit! The odds of successfully

navigating an asteroid field are

3,720 to 1!

HAN

Never tell me the odds!

He pauses.

HAN

(con’t)

Wait, 3,720 to 1? That’s actually

pretty fucking scary, maybe we

should turn around-

Suddenly the falcon is bumped by an asteroid.
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HAN

Oh, wait, never mind, we’re here

now. Shit.

INT. SUPER DUPER STAR DESTROYER - VADER’S ROOM

Admiral Piett enters the room to see the back of Vader

without his helmet. His head is white and gross.

Piett waits as the helmet is lowered via machine onto

Vader’s head

PIETT

Lord Vader, the-

Vader turns around in his chair and stops Piett. Vader is

wearing the original Vader face design from Block Wars

(2009).

PIETT

Lord Vader, I...

VADER

Oh! Oh shit, I have the wrong face,

hang on.

He leans forward and accesses a menu on his computer screen

that looks exactly like the avatar customization screen in

game.

He selects the correct face and it "pops" onto his.

He quickly looks up.

VADER

Ahem. Continue.

PIETT

The millennium falcon has entered

an asteroid field, sir.

VADER

We’re in a ship that eats asteroids

for breakfast, what was the point

in telling me this?

PIETT

Right, sir. The Faclon will be ours

soon, sir.

VADER

Yeah, it better. I didn’t have this

giant ass ship built for nothing.
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EXT. SPACE

The falcon is continuing through the asteroid field.

INT. FALCON COCKPIT

HAN

Well, this is getting us nowhere.

At this rate we’ll be crushed.

LEIA

Agreed.

HAN

We’ve got to get out of here.

LEIA

Agreed.

HAN

We’ve gotta get to one of those

star destroyers.

LEIA

Agreed- wait what?

C3P0

You gotta do what!?

HAN

(angry)

Look, I don’t see you two coming up

with any ideas!

Leia and 3P0 look at each other, then back to Han.

LEIA

Yeah, ok. Fair enough.

C3P0

Let’s do your crazy shit idea.

EXT. SPACE

The falcon turns around and flies towards the super star

destroyer.
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INT. SUPER DUPER STAR DESTROYER

A couple of officers look around aimlessly.

Suddenly one of them notices something out the window.

OFFICER 1

Oh... oh holy shit, what the fuck

is that!?

They all look.

OFFICER 2

It’s the millennium falcon!

OFFICER 1

They’re gonna fucking ram us!

Everyone screams as the falcon comes close, all flailing

their arms. Suddenly the falcon makes a sharp, upwards turn

at the last second and flies over them.

OFFICER 1

Where the hell did they go?

OFFICER 2

Scan for them!

OFFICER 3

We can’t find any traces of them,

sir.

EXT. SPACE

The falcon is sitting quietly attached to the ship, out of

sight.

INT. FALCON COCKPIT

HA

See!? Fuck you guys.

He turns to 3P0.

HAN

And you...

C3P0

Wait, what’d I do?

Han walks over to him and reaches out.
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C3P0

Come on man, this isn’t funny.

Han turns him off.

C3P0

(power dying, pitch lowering)

Ohhhhhh shiiiiiittttt,

duuuuuuuudeee...

EXT. SPACE

Luke’s xwing flies by. He is approaching Dagobah.

INT. LUKE’S COCKPIT

LUKE

Welp R2, that’s it. That’s Dagobah.

R2D2

That place looks like a dump.

LUKE

Maybe, but it’s where Ben’s ghost

told me to find Yoda.

R2D2

We aren’t going to find shit. Been

listening to a goddamned ghost.

Can’t fucking believe you.

EXT. SPACE

The xwing descends to the planet below.

EXT. DAGOBAH

Luke’s xwing flies through some thick fog.

INT. LUKE’S COCKPIT

We see through the windows from Luke’s POV. Nothing but

white fog and the occasional branch.

LUKE

I can’t see anything, the scopes

are down.

R2D2

Use your eyes, dumbass.
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LUKE

The fog’s took thick! I can’t see!

R2D2

What about the windshield wipers?

LUKE

Huh.

He pushes a button on his console. Windshield wipers quickly

brush way the fog.

LUKE

Well look at that, now I can see.

Just gotta, maneuver us here...

EXT. DAGOBAH

We see the swamp of Dagobah, quiet, only frogs and crickets

making sounds.

Suddenly, coming in hot and fast, Luke’s xwing splashes

violently into the water.

Luke quickly ejects himself from the cockpit onto dry land.

R2D2

Clearly you got none of your

father’s piloting skills passed

down.

LUKE

What was that?

R2D2

Nothing.

R2 ejects himself from the ship but lands sadly into the

water.

LUKE

R2?

R2 sticks a little periscope device out of the water and

looks around. His beeping can still be heard.

R2D2

Oh, great. Just where I wanted to

be. Deep in some swampy ass water.

Suddenly a shark bit’s fin is visible behind R2-D2 and the

shark grabs him the way it grabs Blockheads by default and

begins shaking about nonsensically. The shark brings R2 into

the water and eventually spits him out near Luke.
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R2D2

Thanks for the help.

LUKE

Look, I ain’t fighting a shark.

R2D2

Pussy.

EXT. SPACE

Star destroyers fly through the asteroid field. A giant one

hits one of the destroyers and even destroys it while the

Super Duper Star Destroyer isn’t even budging to the rocks.

INT. SUPER DUPER STAR DESTROYER

Darth Vader stands, staring out the window above the

control deck. Then slowly turns toward the bridge. Before

him are the hologram images of twenty battleship commanders.

One of these images, the commander of a ship that has just

exploded, is fading away quickly. Another image, in the

center and a little apart from the others, is faded and

continually disrupted by static. It is the image of

Captain Needa, commander of the Star Destroyer most hotly on

the tail of the Millennium Falcon. Admiral Piett and an aide

stand behind the Dark Lord.

NEEDA

... and that, Lord Vader, is how I

got my arm broken in the second

grade.

VADER

Look, that’s great, but really I

just want to know about the

millennium falcon.

NEEDA

Oh, they were probably destroyed in

the asteroid field, I mean, I

thought that was obvious.

He turns and looks out the window.

NEEDA

(con’t)

I mean look at it out there.

VADER

Nah, I think they’re alive. Trust

me, I’ve got the force.
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NEEDA

Lord Vader, they’re fucking dead.

VADER

What was your name again?

NEEDA

Admiral Needa, sir.

VADER

Yeah, well I’m gonna Admiral Needa

minute to recuperate from how much

sass you’re giving me, and then I’m

gonna Admiral Needa smack yo’ ass

until you sweep those asteroids and

find them!

NEEDA

Oh! Yes sir, Lord Vader!

They turn of the holograms and Vader turns around to leave.

PIETT

Lord Vader, sir.

VADER

(sighs)

Yes?

PIETT

The Emperor, sir. He commands you

make contact with him.

VADER

Oh, shit of course.

He walks over to the entrance to the hologram room, but

stops. He notices a wireless signal meter and sees it’s on

low bars.

VADER

Damnit! Move the ship out of the

asteroid field so that we can send

a clear transmission.

EXT. SPACE

The giant ship lumbers out of the asteroid field into a

clearer space.
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INT. SUPER DUPER STAR DESTROYER

Vader again looks at the signal meter and sees the bars

quickly fill up one by one until full.

VADER

There. We get terrible reception in

asteroid fields. Which is awful

because we’re supposed to have full

coverage. Piett!

PIETT

Yes, sir!?

VADER

Call the service provider, put them

on my schedule for force choking.

PIETT

Of course, sir.

Vader leaves and enters the hologram room.

INT. SUPER DUPER STAR DESTROYER - HOLOGRAM ROOM

The giant room envelopes Vader as he enters. He stands on a

small, circular pad. It lights up as the connection is made.

Suddenly, charging to life, a giant holographic head looms

over him. The cloaked face looks out in shadows, staring

menacingly down at Vader.

There’s a pause. The figure looks around slightly confused.

THE EMPEROR

Is it... is it on? Can you see me?

VADER

Yes, my master. I can see you just

fine.

THE EMPEROR

Oh, oh, oh, do I look, like, really

big to you? Like rreeeaally big?!

VADER

Oh man, you look so huge it’s

great.

THE EMPEROR

Oh awesome, I knew getting these

things installed would be worth it.
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VADER

So worth it.

THE EMPEROR

So, what’d ya call me for?

VADER

You requested I call you, master.

THE EMPEROR

Oh! Right, I did didn’t I. Listen,

Vader, buddy. There’s been a great

disturbance in the force.

VADER

Yeah, I know. I’ve got the force

too.

THE EMPEROR

We have a new enemy. Luke

Skywalker.

VADER

You’re damned right we do.

THE EMPEROR

Wait, what? Are you telling me

you’re scared of some piss-ant farm

boy?

VADER

I don’t think you understand the

gravity of the situation. He blew

up the Death Egg.

THE EMPEROR

So? We’re just gonna build another

one anyway.

VADER

Blew it up. Kabloosh. Slam-dunked

it like a basket ball.

THE EMPEROR

Uhhuh.

VADER

Look, I’m just saying, the kid’s

pretty powerful.

THE EMPEROR

What are we talking about here,

like, burrito farts powerful or
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THE EMPEROR
like, your farts after you were at

all-you-can-eat wing night

powerful?

VADER

I’m talking explosive,

after-Karl’s-terrible-barbeque

diarrhea powerful.

THE EMPEROR

That’s disgusting. Disgustingly

awesome. Why can’t we ever find

cool people like that.

VADER

We just don’t go out often enough.

THE EMPEROR

Ehh. Listen, Vader. The son of

Skywalker must not become a jedi.

This is like, rule number one if we

want to keep our sweet digs here at

the palace.

VADER

Well what if- and I’m just

spitballing here- what if he, like,

switched teams? Bring him a gift

basket, sweet talk him a little

bit, I think I could pull it off.

THE EMPEROR

What, are you trying to date him?

VADER

What? Ew, no.

THE EMPEROR

Fine. Just turn him to the

darkside, ok?

VADER

He will join us or die, my master.

THE EMPEROR

Good. Uh... good chat then...

VADER

Mmmhm.

They both pause for a second.
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VADER

So what’s with referring to Luke as

the son of Skywalker in the third

person like that? Like I get it,

he’s my long lost kid-

THE EMPEROR

Uh, gotta go. Love you, hun.

VADER

You too, babe.

The emperor hangs up quickly and his hologram disappears.

EXT. DAGOBAH

Luke sits around on Dagobah.

LUKE

Here, R2, you want some juice?

R2D2

Only if it comes in a box with a

little straw.

He rummages around with his things.

LUKE

I dunno, there’s something familiar

about this place.

He trails off, looking out into the distance.

LUKE

I feel like...

YODA

Feel like what?

LUKE

Like we’re being watched!

YODA

Ohh spooky... hoho.. nah it’s just

me.

Yoda, the small creature and yet still unknown jedi master,

sits happily on a crate next to Luke.

Visibly he is high as a kite and his personality reflects

it.
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LUKE

And who are you, exactly?

YODA

(avoiding the question)

You put that blaster away, if I

wanted to kill you, you’d be dead

already.

LUKE

(apprehensive)

Uh huh...

YODA

So, hot shot, what brings you to my

neck of the galaxy?

LUKE

I’m looking for someone.

YODA

Well you certainly went out of your

way to do that, you know they make

apps for that now...

LUKE

I’m looking for a great warrior.

YODA

Look, kid, we all have our kinks.

LUKE

No, I mean I’m seeking a mentor.

I’m looking for a jedi master.

YODA

Jedi master, huh? Yoda. You seek

Yoda.

LUKE

You know him?

YODA

Well of course I do, I-

Suddenly a ding from his tiny hut.

YODA

Ooh!

He runs off.

Luke looks over to R2.
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LUKE

Uhh. Stay here and watch after the

camp, R2.

R2D2

Fuck that, I never got my juice.

INT. YODA’S HUT

As it starts to rain, R2 looks loningly into the hut.

R2D2

How come I never get to go inside

anywhere?

Luke moves around the small hut as he bumps into things.

Yoda returns with a plate he’s gotten fresh out of a

microwave.

YODA

Listen. So this is gonna sound

kinda weird. I accidentally somehow

made two hot pockets? And, I mean,

I can’t just put one back into the

freezer and pretend like it never

happened, so do you, uhh, do you,

want... a hot pocket?

He hands Luke the plate.

LUKE

I... I guess.

He starts to bite into it.

LUKE

So... how far is Yoda? Will it take

long to get there?

YODA

Nahh, he’s like really close.

LUKE

How close?

YODA

(laughing)

Like, really close.

LUKE

Uhg, you’re not making any sense.
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YODA

Why do you even want to become a

jedi, huh?

LUKE

I guess because of my father...

YODA

Ehhhhh hehehe... naahh. Nahhh.

LUKE

What? You couldn’t possibly have

known my father.

YODA

Oh, big ol’ dick he is, bro, trust

me.

LUKE

Uhg. Fuck this, what is it with

wrinkly old dudes always telling me

about the force and shit in tiny

huts?

Yoda sighs and looks away.

YODA

I cannot teach him. The boy has no

patience.

BEN

He will learn patience.

YODA

Hmmm. There’s much anger in him,

like his father.

BEN

Was I any different when you taught

me?

YODA

Ok, listen, I didn’t teach you

dude. You can blame Quigon for your

mistakes, ok? It was your padawan

who went to the dark side, not

mine!

LUKE

(realizing who it is)

Yoda?
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YODA

Sup.

LUKE

I am ready though. I... Ben! I can

be a jedi, I can. Ben tell him I

can be a jedi. Tell him Ben! Come

on! Tell em!

YODA

Oh, you think you’re ready, bro?

I’ve been doing this shit for 800

fucking years. That’s a long ass

time.

(he looks off in to the

distance, talking to Ben)

I’ve watched this kid grow. All his

life, looking away to the horizons.

Jacking it to Ewok porn.

LUKE

That was once...

YODA

(con’t)

He’s looking at the future. Never

mindful of where he was? Hmm? What

he was doing? Hmph. Adventure. Heh!

Excitment. Heh! Ewok porn. Hah! A

Jedi doesn’t crave these things.

(looking to Luke)

You are reckless, and a little

weird.

BEN

So was I, if you’ll remember.

YODA

Uhhh.. shit... uhh.. too old! Yes!

He’s like, 43. Too old to begin the

training.

LUKE

That’s not even close.

YODA

35?

LUKE

I’m 21, douche.
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YODA

Mmhmm. Nope. Won’t do it.

LUKE

But I’ve learned so much already.

Yoda looks away a minute to reflect.

YODA

Ok, I’ll do it. But you gotta

promise me something dude. You quit

on me? Even for a second? I kill

you. I straight up murder you.

LUKE

I... uh... yeah. I’m not afraid.

YODA

Oh... you will be. Trust me, son.

There’s some scary shit out in the

woods...

EXT. SPACE

The Super Duper Star Destroyer floats through space as some

tie fighters wiz past it.

INT. SUPER DUPER STAR DESTROYER

A group of six bounty hunters stand on the main bridge.

Vader strolls down the hall swiftly.

As he approaches the main deck, officers below are gallantly

playing the "Imperial March" to Vader’s approach.

He walks past, then strolls back to look over the side at

them.

VADER

Alright! Enough! I get it, I’m

evil, I don’t need this every time

I enter the bridge, okay?

The musicians slowly start to disband dissapointed.

VADER

Thank you for your enthusiasm,

fellows, just not today. ok?

They shuffle off.

He continues to the bounty hunters.
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VADER

Alright! So! You’re all the ones

who saw the ad on Craigslist! So,

here’s the game plan. You’re

looking for the Millennium Falcon,

I assume you’ve seen the picture.

He holds up a cell phone with a craigslist ad opened. It has

a small, badly pixelized picture of the falcon.

VADER

(con’t)

More specifically, if you find that

ship, then you’re gonna find Luke

Skywalker. He’s a blonde whiny

bitch who blew up the Death Egg.

Technically, he’s my son, but

everyone wants to be really vague

about that right now, so I dunno.

He pauses, everyone looking at him silently.

VADER

Uh, ok. So yeah. There’s a

substantial reward in it for

whoever can bring me Skywalker

alive. No disintegrations. That

goes doubly for you, you scary

looking mother fucker.

He points at the one who looks like a literal dragon person.

He growls.

VADER

But really. Nothing happens to my

son.

BOBA FETT

As you wish, sir.

Vader looks at him and eyes him up and down for a moment.

VADER

You know I had you pegged for the

strong silent type.

EXT. DAGOBAH

Luke is doing a handstand and lifting rocks with the force

while Yoda watches.

R2 comes along, frightened.
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LUKE

What’s wrong R2?

R2D2

The ship’s fucking sinking!

LUKE

Shit! What?

Luke quickly rushes over to see the ship as it slowly sinks

into the marsh.

LUKE

Oh god damn, now we’ll never get

out of here.

Yoda hobbles over.

YODA

Kid you haven’t been listening to a

goddamned word I’ve said, have you?

I’m literally teaching you to move

shit with your mind.

LUKE

Rocks are one thing, but a whole

ship? C’mon!

YODA

Look, you either lift that ship or

you puss out, and I’m gonna start

calling you Luke Pissbaby.

Luke attempts to lift the ship from the swamp and fails.

LUKE

I... I can’t do it.

YODA

It’s not the size of the object

you’re trying to lift, but how you

lift it.

He slowly begins to lift the ship out of the swamp.

LUKE

Woah.

Suddenly, he looks around, nervously. The ship isn’t

stopping.
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LUKE

Hey wait, it’s going too high!

YODA

(sarcastic)

Oh, shit. Oh, shiit. I’m too

powerful Luke, I can’t stop!

The ship keeps rising.

LUKE

Oh shit!

YODA

(sarcastic)

Oh nooo! It’s going into spaaace!

We watch the ship float higher and higher.

LUKE

No! My ship!

YODA

(laughing)

Hahaha! I’m just kidding you little

pussy, calm down.

He sets the ship down on the ground nearby, out of the

swamp.

YODA

That’s your real problem, kid,

you’re too fucking gullible. Come

on, let’s go finish that training.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON

The power to the falcon has been shut down while they wait

to avoid detection. Han and Chewie are playing a card game.

HAN

You got any fives?

Leia runs into the room.

LEIA

Hey! We’re out of the asteroid

field!

HAN

(to Chewie)

We’ll call it a draw.

(to Leia)
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HAN
Ok, now for the next part of the

plan!

LEIA

Where are we even going?

HAN

Lando.

LEIA

The Lando system?

HAN

The Lando... fucking no, not the

"Lando system." Lando is a guy. If

I had said "John" would you have

said "the John system?"

LEIA

And just how are supposed to leave

without a hyperdrive?

HAN

That’s my other plan. Chewie, go

stand by the manual release and

don’t let go until I say so.

LEIA

I’ve got a bad feeling about this.

INT. FALCON COCKPIT

Everyone takes their seats.

LEIA

How long is it going to take?

HAN

Depends. Why, you’ve got somewhere

better to be?

LEIA

Well, no I guess not. Do we have

any food?

HAN

We’ll stop somewhere- get take out.

LEIA

Uhg, gross. Spaceburgers.
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HAN

Okay, the Star Destroyer is about

to release its garbage!

The back of the star destroyer opens up, a flow of debris

begins to leave the ship. A stromtrooper can be seen

emptying a small trash can because that’s funny to me.

HAN

(con’t)

Now Chewie!

Chewie pulls a lever.

EXT. SPACE

The Millennium Falcon starts floating inside the garbage to

hide from the Blockperial fleet. The fleet goes into

hyperspace and leaves the trash to float the re. Suddenly

the Millennium Falcon powers up and flies to Bespin. Then a

ship follows behind, the Slave I.

EXT. DAGOBAH

Luke does parkour and shit and flips over stuff and jumps

high. Yoda throws a can brick at Luke. Luke pulls out hi s

lightsaber to slice it and makes 3 studs from the brick.

YODA

You’ve learned a lot these past

weeks, kid.

LUKE

Yeah but... something about this

place... it feels wrong.

YODA

Ahh, yes. Those are the drugs I put

in your water kicking in.

LUKE

What? I... drugs?

YODA

There! That cave! Strong with the

dark side, that place.

LUKE

The dark side?

YODA

Yeah... you gotta go in, dude.
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LUKE

I gotta what?

YODA

Just do it, bro.

Luke gives a long look into the cave and starts walking into

the darkness.

INT. CAVE - DAGOBAH

Luke wades through the water and can barely see in the cave.

He uses his lightsaber to light the way. As we walks further

down suddenly Darth Vader shows up with his lightsaber

brightening up the cave as well.

LUKE

(scared)

Vader.

VADER

Ooooh, spooooky! How’d I get here!

I dunno! Am I real or not! Oooooh!

Luke attacks Vader and eventually decapitates him. Vader’s

head rolls to Luke and reveals to be Luke ’s head.

LUKE

What the f-

It cuts back to Luke, then back to Vader’s head.

Instead of a blocko head, there’s a real person’s head.

REAL PERSON

Heyy-o, it’s mee! Darth Vader!

Blahh!

Yoda looks on, nervous.

YODA

Oh shit, I gave him too many drugs.

We cut back to Luke, his blocko eyes are now real eyes but

they’re looking in different directions. His mouth is a real

mouth and it’s screaming without sound.

YODA

This is bad.

Luke steps back, dazed.
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LUKE

Oh shit! I think the drugs you gave

me gave me premonitions!

YODA

Yeah, that’s the force, dude. You

can see the future, the past, old

friends long gone. All the good

shit.

He looks out into the distance.

LUKE

Han... Leia...?

YODA

What?

LUKE

I saw a city. A city in the clouds.

YODA

Mmm. Your friends are there.

LUKE

I’ve got to go to them.

YODA

Wait! If you leave now, you could

help them, but you’re also putting

all of our training at risk!

LUKE

I’ve got to go.

YODA

You... you are a little shitbag,

you know that? What the fuck did I

just say?

LUKE

I’m still going.

YODA

Fuck. You.

EXT. BESPIN

The Millennium Falcon touches down on a landing platform

with company already waiting for them. The man in front of

this group is LANDO CALRISSIAN. The Falcon ’s doors open up

and nasty greenish brown gas pours out of the doors. Han

Solo stumbles out.
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HAN

Oh thank the force, I’m out of that

tin can.

He drops down to the ground and starts kissing it.

HAN

I’ve never missed solid ground so

much!

Leia walks out.

LEIA

That’s not solid ground, it’s a

floating platform.

Han looks over the edge.

HAN

(screams)

Lando approaches.

LANDO

Han fucking Solo as I live and

breath! What a fucking guy!

HAN

Heh, hey Lando.

LANDO

What the FUCK did you do the

Falcon!?

HAN

Well I mean, it’s been through some

shit.

LANDO

Some shit? More like it’s been

through the whole ass and back out

the mouth! Jesus Christ I should

have never lent it to you.

HAN

I won that ship fair and square!

LANDO

Yeah yeah, you and your cheating,

lying ass...
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HAN

The divorce papers said I get full

custody of her, Lando. The

Blockpire’s been on our ass

recently but she pulled through.

LANDO

Fine then, I’ll get some men to do

repairs on her. Hey, yo, Lobot!

A man with a strange headpiece walks over.

LOBOT

Yes, sir?

LANDO

Have some of our best mechanics

take a look at this bucket bricks,

will you?

LOBOT

Of course, sir.

He walks off. Lando turns to Han.

LANDO

That freaky guy, I don’t know

what’s his deal with the whole

headphones thing but he’s alright.

EXT. DAGOBAH

Luke is preparing his stuff at his X-Wing.

YODA

Luke, you’re not ready. Vader is

gonna wreck your fucking shit.

BEN

Listen to Yoda he knows what’s

best.

LUKE

I’m not leaving them to die!

BEN

They aren’t gonna die!

LUKE

How do you know?
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BEN

We can use the force too, buddy.

Remember? Been at it for a little

while longer than you.

LUKE

Look, I’m going, that’s that.

BEN

I don’t want to lose you to the

Emperor the way I lost Vader.

LUKE

Look old man, you and your ghostly

shenanigans are really starting to

piss me off.

BEN

If you choose to face Vader, you

will do it alone. I cannot

interfere.

LUKE

No fucking shit you non-corporeal

asshole. R2, we’re getting out of

here.

BEN

Luke, stop. You’re not an

experienced enough Jedi to fight

Vader, and I’m a ghost...

LUKE

Then have Yoda go.

YODA

(not really listening until

now)

W-what?

LUKE

Yeah, you’re a trained jedi master

who isn’t also a ghost, why don’t

you go?

YODA

Uhhh. Luke, you’re right, you’ve

got to confront Vader.

BEN

What?
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YODA

You are ready. Mind what you have

learned. Use the force. All that

good shit.

LUKE

I will return to finish the

training Yoda.

He closes the hatch and flies the x-wing into the distance.

Yoda, engulfed in a red hue, is silent.

BEN

I can’t believe you.

YODA

I’m not about to fight Vader, get

my shit handed to me. Too old for

that shit.

BEN

That boy was our last hope.

YODA

No. There is another.

They sit in silence for some time.

BEN

Wait, what? You mean Leia? Like his

sister?

YODA

Shhh! You’re gonna ruin the twist

of the next movie!

INT. BESPIN

Han, Leia, 3P0, and Chewie are being led down the halls of

the cloud city by Lando, pointing things out as if on a

tour.

LANDO

And this is the dining room

for when I have guests, and over

here is the kitchen, it’s very

lovely. And on that shelf over

there I keep all of my knickknacks

and accessories.

Leia lags behind a little and pulls Han closer.
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LEIA

(under her breath)

Listen, I don’t trust this guy.

HAN

(under his breath)

It’s fine. Lando and I go way back,

he’d never turn us in to the

Blockpire.

They approach a door.

LANDO

... and this is the dining hall!

C3P0

Oh boy, what are we eating? I’m

starving!

The door opens suddenly, revealing Vader accompanied by some

stormtroopers.

VADER

Hey guys! Say, is Luke Skywalker

with you? Perchance?

Han pulls out his pistol and tries to shoot Vader. Vader

stops every blast with his bare hands and then uses the

force to steal the blaster from Han.

VADER

So... I’ll take that as a hard no.

Boba Fett steps out from the shadows to also stand next to

Vader.

VADER

Well Luke isn’t here, but this

dinner isn’t going to waste. How

about we chow down now and then

later I torture you? Sound good?

C3P0 is pleased.

C3P0

Oh boy!

He moved over to the table and sits while everyone watches

awkwardly.

HAN

(to Lando)

Thanks buddy.
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LANDO

I had no choice, they arrived right

before you did. I’m sorry.

HAN

I’m going straight home after this

and throwing away my friendship

bracelet.

LANDO

You wouldn’t dare!

VADER

(looking at Boba Fett)

This kind of drama is better than

day time TV.

EXT. BESPIN

Luke’s X-wing lands and Luke gets out, accompanied by R2.

They sneak inside.

INT. BESPIN

Han is strapped to a torture device.

HAN

I’ll never talk!

VADER

Talk!? I know pretty much

everything there is to know about

your little rebellion! This is

literally for funsies!

He pulls a lever and sparks start flying from off screen.

Han screams.

Vader walks out of the room.

BOBA FETT

You’re kind of a sick bastard,

aren’t you?

VADER

Yup.

LANDO

You didn’t tell me you were gonna

torture Han!?
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VADER

Well I’m altering the deal!

LANDO

What about our bargain?

VADER

What about it? I said "fuck it,"

I’m a space wizard and you should

be glad I haven’t killed you!

INT. CARBONITE FREEZING ROOM

The group all moves into the chamber.

Han is dropped in front of Chewie and Leia.

HAN

They didn’t even ask me any

questions...

They all look around.

LANDO

This chamber is used for carbon

freezing. If you put him in there

it’ll kill him.

VADER

Can’t really know unless we try,

right? Bring in Solo!

BOBA FETT

He’s no good to me dead.

VADER

(aside, whispering)

Look, I’ll pay you whatever he was

worth if he dies, I just really

wanted to see this.

(now shouting)

Start the lift!

The lift to lower Han is incredibly slow, like, INCREDIBLY

slow. It makes a painful noise as it descends.

VADER

Holy shit could this thing go any

slower? Someone fucking drop him

in!
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LEIA

Han there’s something I have to

tell you... I...

HAN

Yes?

LEIA

I...

HAN

YES!?

LEIA

I lo-

She’s cut off.

Han drops right in and lots of gas flies out of the hole

with a loud hiss. The lift rises up and Han is trapped in a

block of frozen carbonite.

VADER

Jesus! Finally!

A technician walks over and inspects Han’s block.

TECHNICIAN

His vitals are stable.

VADER

(to Lando)

See!? It works!

He turns to Boba Fett.

VADER

You can have him now, I’m done.

INT. BESPIN

Luke Skywalker and R2-D2 walk down a hallway with concern.

He comes across a corner. When Luke looks over the corner he

sees Han Solo in frozen carbonite being escorted by Boba

Fett and some Stormtroopers. Boba Fett spots him and starts

firing shots to ward him off. Once they are clear, Luke

tries to pursuit him but a locked door is in the way. In a

second hallway, Leia and Chewbacca are being escorted by

Stormtroopers, Guards, and Lando.

LUKE

Leia!
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LEIA

(panicked)

Luke, no! It’s a trap!

The guards rush them past the open hallway while some

Stormtroopers fire at Luke. Leia pops out again.

LEIA

(panicked)

It’s a trap!

Leia is pulled back but suddenly pops up again.

LEIA

(casually)

You heard that it’s a trap, right?

She’s pulled back again. Luke chases them into the carbon

freezing chamber.

INT. CARBONITE FREEZING ROOM

Luke looks around trying to find Leia.

He turns his light saber on prepared to face what new threat

awaits.

Vader, standing at the top of the stairs, is looking away,

talking to some storm troopers.

VADER

-and then, he’ll come in and won’t

see me, and I’ll say "the force is

strong with you, young

Skywalker..." all spooky like, then

I’ll hit him with a total burn:

"but you’re not a jedi yet!" oh

it’s gonna be so-

TROOPER 1

Sir, he’s here.

VADER

What!? Oh shit, get out get out!

They scurry away, Vader turns to Luke.

VADER

The force is strong with-

LUKE

Yeah yeah I heard it.
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VADER

Oh you are so gonna get whooped

now.

He turns his light saber on.

INT. BESPIN

Leia, Chewie, 3P0 and Lando are all walking down the

corridor with storm troopers. Lando pulls out his com device

and pushes some buttons.

INT. LOBOT’S ROOM

Lobot hears his master and is awoken.

INT. BESPIN

Suddenly, a group of guards and Lobot surround the troopers

and hold them at gunpoint.

LEIA

What? Wait, are you a good guy or a

bad guy?

LANDO

I’m more of a chaotic neutral

character. Like a grey area- I’m a

grey guy.

R2 approaches from around the corner.

R2D2

I thought he was a black guy.

C3P0

R2! I thought you were dead!

R2D2

Naw, it’s me ya dingus.

C3P0

I think Luke is fucked.

LANDO

We’re all fucked, come on everyone!

Let’s get out of here!

All the main characters leave the hall.
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INT. CARBONITE FREEZING ROOM

VADER

You know most people would have

pissed their pants by now, you’ve

got a lot of balls.

LUKE

I’m not afraid of you, I’ve been

training with master Yoda.

VADER

Wait, Yoda is still alive too?

Jesus, Order 66 my ass!

Luke shifts his stance, ready to slash.

VADER

And yet, I sense you have not

completed your training. Join me

Luke, the Blockpire has health

benefits and paid vacation time.

LUKE

I’d rather die.

VADER

Than... than get health benefits?

Well, alright if that’s how you

feel, but you’e really hurting my

feelings, your heart must be-

He uses the force to pull a lever as he talks, starting the

freezing process, then pushes Luke into the chamber.

VADER

(con’t)

- stone cold!

He turns as he enjoys his bad pun.

VADER

All too easy.

Luke jumps out of the chamber at the last second and

escapes.

VADER

Wait, what you just, jumped out of

there? What the hell that makes so

much sense I feel like an idiot

now! Like come on Vader, put a lid

on the chamber or something! Ha!
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VADER
Wow I’m dumb. Well guess I’ll just

have to cut off those jumpy legs.

He swings at Luke and starts the fight.

This part is all choreographed in game and will have to look

cool and shit.

EXT. BESPIN

The Slave I is waiting for its cargo. Boba Fett directs some

storm troopers to load the frozen Solo into the ship.

BOBA FETT

Put Captain Solo in the cargo hold.

Leia approaches.

LEIA

Hey! Give me back my boyfriend!

BOBA FETT

Boy friend?

LEIA

Well... he’s a friend... who’s a

boy... it’s very complicated right

now-

LANDO

Oh for the love of- SHOOT THEM!

They all fire on the ship, storm troopers being to fire

back. Boba Fett escapes with Han.

INT. CARBONITE FREEZING ROOM

Darth Vader’s constant blows at Luke keep forcing him

backwards into a giant room. The lightsabers cut pipes and

wires in this nasty fray. Luke desperately hits Darth Vader

in the shoulder but shrugs it off.

VADER

I’m going to whip the floor with

your ass, Luke. I’m the best there

ever fucking way and ever will be

and you’re a snot nosed brat who

knows shit about the force!

LUKE

I still blew up your death egg!
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VADER

Fuck you!

Darth Vader uses the force to send a large object at Luke.

Luke dodges and instead it hits a giant window behind them.

The hole rushes air out and sends everything not nailed to

the floor out into the pit.

EXT. BESPIN

The group makes their way to millennium falcon, R2 and 3P0

go first with Chewie behind. Leia stops Lando for a moment.

LEIA

What about Luke?

LANDO

Let’s face it, he’s probably dead

by now, get on the ship!

Leia stands still for a moment thinking, then shakes her

head and turns to run into the ship.

INT. FALCON COCKPIT

Everyone is moving into position to take off.

R2D2

Are we ditching Luke?

C3P0

Well we are replacing him with a

black guy.

EXT. BESPIN

The Falcon takes off while troopers continue to fire.

INT. CARBONITE FREEZING ROOM

Luke and Vader continue to fight. Vader is hit again by

Luke’s saber.

VADER

Ahg! You son of a bitch- er, well

your mother was a wonderful person,

not that I would kn-

Luke ignores him and swings again.

VADER

Son of a bitch! I’ll get you for-

wait... shit!
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They keep swinging, Luke more and more desperate.

Vader swings and hits near Luke, but it goes right through

him. He swings a few more times showing it not hitting

anything.

LUKE

What... what was that?

VADER

What? Oh. I tried to cut off your

hand.

LUKE

You tried to... we don’t have arms!

VADER

I saw it in a movie once, I thought

it looked cool. Anyway, lemme just

re-position, movie a bit higher-

He swings again, this time cutting near the blockhead

shoulder, removing the whole arm.

Luke screams.

He backs away from Vader’s saber and onto the last but of

pipe and antenna on the platform. He holds on with one arm,

clinging the best he can.

VADER

You’re aren’t getting out of this,

son. This is far enough!

LUKE

I’ll join you!

VADER

Listen kiddo, if you only knew the

power, of the dark side!

LUKE

The power of the- why do you keep

making dad jokes!?

VADER

That’s it! You’re grounded!

LUKE

You can’t ground me! You’re not my

dad!
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VADER

You ready to get your fucking mind

blown?

LUKE

Wait, no...

VADER

Oh yeah! Obi-wan never told you

what happened to your father!

LUKE

He told me enough! He told me you

killed him!

VADER

NOPE! I AM YOUR FATHER, BITCH!

LUKE

Noooo! No! No. That’s not true!

That’s impossible!

VADER

Luke. We could overthrow the

Blockpire. Start our own corporate

conglomerate. Join me, and together

we can rule the galaxy as father

and son.

LUKE

I’ll never join you!

VADER

Swear to the Force, Luke, I’m

gonna-

Luke looks around and quickly finds an out. He jumps from

the platform and falls into the abyss.

VADER

Shit! Shit Luke! No! I’m sorry! I’m

sorry, shit! We can get ice cream

if you come back! Luke! Luuuke!

Luke falls down a conveniently angled slope and stops in the

middle of a pipe. The pipe opens up from the bottom of where

Luke sits.
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EXT. BESPIN

Luke falls onto an upside down antenna and hangs on for dear

life.

INT. SOME LIVING ROOM

A storm trooper watching TV suddenly has static on his

screen.

TROOPER 1

Oh come on! What the hell!?

EXT. BESPIN

Luke lets go and falls. As he does, the millennium falcon

happens to be flying by. We see him comedically prat fall

into the ship.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON

LEIA

Luke! What the hell, how’d you get

here!?

LUKE

(in pain)

Writing convenience.

LANDO

He’s right, this parody is getting

pretty long, let’s wrap things up.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON

Luke is on the seat, laying from his injuries.

Suddenly he stirs, hearing a voice in his head.

INT. STAR CRUISER

VADER

Luke... it is your destiny.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON

LUKE

Ben, why didn’t you tell me?

VADER

(v.o.)

Wait, Obiwan can talk through the

force too?
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BEN

(v.o.)

Yeah, hey Anakin...

INT. STAR CRUISER

VADER

Obiwan, you dirty dog. Hey, tell

me, what’s being dead like?

BEN

(v.o.)

Shut up...

VADER

I fucking nailed your ass, punk

little bitch!

BEN

(v.o.)

Yeah, you got me...

VADER

Fuck yeah!

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON

LUKE

Could you two be quiet? I’m going

through some shit right now.

VADER

(v.o.)

Oh, right, sorry son.

LUKE

Fuck off!

EXT. SPACE

The Falcon flies out into space and the screen fades to

black.

INT. MEDICAL BAY

Luke is flying flat on a bed as a medical droid works on

putting Luke’s new hand. Everyone but Land and Chewbacca are

in the same room. The process is complete and we see Luke’s

new hand.

LUKE

Can’t wait to break this in.
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INT. STAR CRUISER

Luke walks and stands next to Leia who’s looking through a

window of outer space and the Rebel Fleet.

LEIA

You think they’ll find him?

LUKE

Probably. It’s gonna take at least

three years to do it, even though

we know exactly where they’re

taking Han.

LEIA

Yeah, wait why are we waiting so

long again?

LUKE

Cause shit’s all seriously fucked

up. You know what I found out

today? Darth Vader is my dad.

LEIA

Whaaaat?

INT. FALCON COCKPIT

Chewbacca and Lando are preparing to set off to find Han

Solo.

LANDO

Alright Chewie, we’ll find Han, you

can count on me, old buddy.

There’s a pause, Chewie looks concerned.

CHEWBACCA

I’ve known you for literally an

hour.

INT. STAR CRUISER - MAIN BRIDGE

Luke, Leia, and R2-D2 stand side by side seeing the

Millennium Falcon fly past the Rebel fleet and into the

unknown. On the side we can see C-3PO and the medical droid

walking off the screen with heart emotes at one-another.
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EXT. REBEL FLEET

The ship that Luke and Leia are on starts to turn and face

the same direction as all the other ships. Once in position,

it and all the ships jump into hyperspace opposite the

camera.

FADE OUT

END CREDITS OVER STARS

Post credits:

INT. STAR CRUISER

In the break room is all the bounty hunters (minus Boba Fett

and Dengar). Dengar walks into the room. IG-88 is standing

near a terminal making downloading sounds.

DENGAR (frustrated)

I can’t find the damn exit to this place!

ZUCKUSS

Just give up, Boba Fett must’ve

found them by now.

DENGAR

Man, I’m SICK of that mute

one-upping us at every turn!

4-LOM (In foreign language)

Well he IS the best bounty hunter in the galaxy.

DENGAR

Hey I can be good too! Just can’t

afford a jetpack. Or a

flamethrower, or a grappling hook,

or a-

BOSSK

Is the tin can finished downloading

the map yet?

IG-88 (In beeps and boops)

I am 25% done. 17 hours, 35 minutes, and 30 seconds remain.

BOSSK

Aw jeez.



74.

IG-88.

4 seconds remain.

BOSSK

Oh wow!

IG-88

95 years remain.

ZUCKUSS

Fucking Windows 8...

THE END


